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The paper presents a case study of two popular US American CEOs. It compares the acoustic vowel space sizes

of the more charismatic speaker Steve Jobs and those of the less charismatic speaker Mark Zuckerberg, as part of

an initial acoustic step to examine a traditional claim of rhetoric that clearer speech makes a speaker sound more

charismatic. Analysing about 2,000 long and short vowel tokens from representative keynote speech excerpts of the

two speakers shows that Jobs’ vowel space is, across various segmental and prosodic context factors, significantly

larger than that of Zuckerberg, whose vowel space is strongly reduced particularly when addressing investors.

The differences in vowel-space size are consistent with the claim of rhetoric that a clear articulation is a key

characteristic of a charismatic speaker. The discussion of the results describes further experimental steps required

to back up the link between clear pronunciation and speaker charisma.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. The Phonetics of Charismatic Speech

Spoken language is not just the exchange of propositions.

On the contrary, it is in the first place a social action, and

”this fact both shapes the nature of the activity and its con-

sequences.”26 We use speech for expressing our emotions

and sharing them with others, as well as for influencing the

thoughts and actions of others. To this extent, charisma as

”the art of persuasion”65 through ”emotion-laden leader sig-

nalling”1 is indeed a core element of spoken language — and

its phonetic essence is surprisingly little understood.

It is against this background that Rosenberg and Hirschberg

called for an empirical definition of charisma in speech.53

They analysed the acoustic-prosodic characteristics of male

US politicians and related them to perceived charisma. Their

analysis led to the conclusion that higher levels of fundamental

frequency (F0), intensity, and speaking rate, as well as a larger

F0 range, make speakers sound more charismatic. These find-

ings were consistent with analyses of other political leaders in

the US and in Europe.5, 6, 25, 61, 65 Moreover, the same prosodic

strategy also works for business leaders,42, 43 except that fe-

males are more likely to lower rather than raise their F0 level.46

Furthermore, Niebuhr et al. added to the picture that shorter

prosodic phrases, larger numbers of emphatic pitch accents,

high-energy voices (higher values of %V, spectral emphasis,

and HNR1), and more variable speech rhythm (higher VarcoV

1%V is the average proportion of vowel segments in an utterance. It was

introduced as a rhythm measure, but since vowels are the most energetic parts

of an utterance, %V is also highly correlated with the perceived ”volume” and

”power” of a voice.50 Spectral emphasis refers to the difference between the

total acoustic energy of the signal at a given point in time and the energy in the

lower frequency region of that signal (0-1.5*f0median, following Traunmüller

and Eriksson).66 Thus, spectral emphasis quantifies the loss of energy towards

values) also support a speaker’s charismatic impact.42, 43, 45

While an empirical definition of charismatic prosody is

within reach (at least for Western Germanic languages and/or

the Western culture), a whole area of speech has hardly been

addressed so far: sound segments.5 Manuals on rhetoric and

leadership have claimed ever since that clear and crisp articu-

lation of ”every phrase and word”40 ”is imperative to develop

charisma.”7

Basically, this claim makes sense from the perspective of

basic ethological principles like the Effort Code.21 Accord-

ing to the Effort Code, a fundamental behavioural pattern of

all biological organisms, they spend more time and effort on

things and actions that are more important to them. In order

to understand the implications of this basic principle in human

everyday life, one only needs to think about how elaborate the

table is set when important guests are coming as compared to

how simple the table setting is when one eats alone. If a simple

table setting were used for important guests, the implicit mes-

sage would be that the host does not care about his/her actions

and/or that the invited guests are not important to the host. The

same is true for speech communication. Investing more ef-

fort into articulating sound segments would indicate from the

Effort Code’s point of view that the conveyed message is im-

portant and that the speaker shows appreciation for his/her au-

dience. In contrast, mumbling would implicitly signal that the

speaker does not care about his/her message and the audience

as well.

Similarly, the Hypo-Hyper (H&H) theory of Lindblom re-

garded a clear, effortful articulation (hyper-speech) as being

listener-oriented, with, for example, an aim to meet the re-

higher frequencies. Voices with a perceived high ”volume” and ”power” lose

less energy towards higher frequencies. HNR stands for harmonics-to-noise

ratio and quantifies the ratio (in dB) between the periodic energy and the noise

energy of a signal at a given point in time.
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quirements of a formal situation, making it easier for the

audience to understand the speaker’s message.35 Thus, less

clear and effortful articulation (hypo-speech) occurs when the

speaker places his/her own interests (e.g. being efficient and

saving articulatory energy) above those of the audience (e.g.

being intelligible and easy to follow). Obviously, this is the

opposite of what charismatic speakers are supposed to do.

The predictions of the Effort Code and the H&H theory

manifested themselves in experimental research on how speech

becomes more effortful in adverse conditions or for larger

speaker-listener distances,12 how speakers produce and per-

ceive the expression of surprise,8 and how post-lexical reduc-

tion processes among consonants influence a speaker’s per-

ceived personality traits. A recent study by Niebuhr found

that speakers whose utterances were characterized by a larger

number of reduced (e.g., elided, lenited, or assimilated) con-

sonant articulations sound less sociable, educated, and sincere

in the ears of listeners.44 These personality traits were similar

to attributes like ”upright”, ”team-integrating”, and ”charm-

ing”, which, in turn, were shown to be correlated with speaker

charisma.53, 69 Nevertheless, although such results basically

argued in favour of the claim that the” clarity of speech and

pronunciation is important for perceived charisma and influ-

ential delivery”,38 and studies like that of Niebuhr represented

no clear, direct evidence for a positive correlation between the

clarity of speech pronunciation and the perception of speaker

charisma.44

Addressing this gap, the present paper represents a sec-

ond step within a line of research that examines the assumed

link between sound segments and their pronunciation on the

one hand and perceived speaker charisma on the other. Clar-

ity of pronunciation is obviously related to a higher speech-

production effort. But, as the latter is hardly objectively mea-

surable (an issue already brought up in connection with the

Hypo-Hyper theory of Lindblom and not solved since then),

clarity of pronunciation is defined in our line of research as the

level of distinctivity in the (acoustic) phonetic implementation

of phonological contrasts and, as one countable feature of this

distinctivity, the frequency of speech-reduction processes such

as those manipulated in the study of Niebuhr above.35, 44

A first step in this line of research was made in the studies of

Niebuhr et al., based on a comparative case study of two popu-

lar US American CEOs: Steve Jobs (SJ) and Mark Zuckerberg

(MZ).45 The following section explains why SJ and MZ repre-

sent an ideal pair of speakers to start with.

1.2. Motivation of the Case Study

SJ is well known and often cited for his charismatic

speeches,59 whereas MZ’s public-speaking skills made some

researchers and journalists, e.g., Tobak,64 question the rele-

vance of charisma in modern leadership. SJ and MZ are often

named as examples of different types of charismatic business

leaders, as in the CNN article by Sutter” when it comes to pre-

sentation, Mark Zuckerberg is no Steve Jobs.”63 Gruener also

compares the two CEOs’ public-speaking performances and

concludes that ”Jobs [...] owns the kind of charisma very few

people have — the kind that makes you drop everything you do

and listen instantly. Zuckerberg does not have that charisma,

not yet, and the presentation skills are rough enough to impact

Facebook’s perception in a negative way.”20 Similar impres-

sionistic statements were made from many other people whose

professional backgrounds range from bloggers to journalists to

experts in rhetoric.

Recently, a formal perception experiment further elucidated

these public assessments of the two speakers (see Niebuhr et

al.).45 Ninety-eight English-speaking listeners were asked to

rate the leadership experience, charisma, and charisma-related

personality traits of SJ and MZ based on 30-second keynote

excerpts. These excerpts were low-pass filtered (0–500 Hz)

in order to remove verbal content and speaker identity from

the stimuli. Low-pass filtered speech is also called ”delexical-

ized” speech.55 What remains in a low-pass filtered signal is F0

and, for most of the time, 1–2 subsequent harmonics, and, on

this basis, the first formant frequency (F1).2 This is sufficient

for listeners to still perceive all the variable prosodic patterns

of intonation, voice quality, loudness, tempo (based on the

syllable-related waxing and waning acoustic-energy alterna-

tions), phrasing, and durations of utterances and pauses. What

a low-pass filtered signal lacks is the critical region between

about 500–3,000 Hz of the speech signal (the typical telephone

transmission bandwidth, cf. Miet et al.) in which most infor-

mation about the types of sound segments and their places of

articulation are encoded in terms of F1, F2, and F3.39 It also

lacks the amplitudes and frequencies of formants higher than

F3 that ”are greatly related to the anatomy of one’s laryngeal

cavity [...] and therefore carry some individual specificity.”71

F0 and the spectral frequency information up to 500 Hz are

only related to speaker identity in that they can to some degree

indicate group features like speaker sex, age, and (non)native

language background. However, individual speakers cannot be

identified on this basis.

The 30 second stimuli of SJ and MZ were embedded in a

larger set of equally long keynote excerpts of other male En-

glish keynote speakers and presented to the 98 listeners in indi-

vidually randomized orders. Results showed that the 98 listen-

ers gave SJ significantly and substantially higher ratings than

MZ on all scales. Figure 1 summarizes the relevant results of

the perception experiment.3

The results in Fig. 1 put the informal observations of individ-

ual journalists, bloggers, and rhetoric experts on a broader, sys-

tematic, and therefore more objective empirical footing. That

is, that SJ was deemed as more charismatic than MZ did not

just reflect the opinion of individual listeners. Rather, the opin-

ion was of a general nature. Additionally, since speaker iden-

2Formant is a technical term in the phonetic sciences for the resonance

frequencies that the pharyngeal, oral, and nasal tubes and cavities impose on

all source signals generated in the vocal tract for speech communication. The

vowels and consonants of the world’s languages are particularly shaped by the

two lowest formant frequencies, F1 and F2. In vowels, F1 can vary from 300

Hz to 1000 Hz. It is correlated with the vertical tongue position. The lower F1

is, the higher is the vowel, i.e. the more the tongue is raised towards the roof

of the mouth (/i/ has a low and /A/ a high F1). F2 can vary from 550 Hz to

2500 Hz. F2 values indicate the horizontal tongue position, i.e. the frontness

or backness of a vowel. A vowel with high a F2 value is articulated in the

front of the mouth. A back vowel has a low F2 value (/i/ has a high and /A/

a low F2). Lip rounding lowers F2 and F3 as well. Higher formants such as

F4 and F5 are more strongly associated with voice qualities than with sound

qualities.28

3However, also note that MZ is by no means an uncharismatic speaker. He

is merely less charismatic than SJ in the analysed keynote speeches (whether

his performance has improved since then is an issue we cannot judge). The re-

sults of Niebuhr et al. clearly show that, despite being less charismatic than SJ,

MZ still performs significantly better on many acoustic-prosodic dimensions

of perceived speaker charisma than the normal American English speaker who

is, for example, asked to produce read monologues in a phonetic speech pro-

duction experiment.43
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Figure 1. Results of the listener ratings (n = 98) on SJ’s and MZ’s charisma-related skills and personality traits. Photographs were taken by Ben Standfield (SJ

at WWDC07) and by Anthony Quintano (MZ at F8 2018) and are used here in edited forms under flickr CC BY2.0 or CC BY-SA 2.0 licenses.

tity and the content of the speech were removed in the per-

ception experiments of Niebuhr et al.45 through the low-pass

filtering, and since the visual channel was not available either

(cp. Fox Cabane,17 for charisma effects of attire, visual attrac-

tiveness, and body language), a significant part of the different

charismatic impact of the two speakers must be contained in

the speech signal. In fact, the two quotes of Sutter and Gruener

above explicitly referred to the speech and voice of SJ and

MZ, and such references were also made in many other sim-

ilar comparative statements.20, 63 The results in Fig. 1 further

corroborate the conclusions of previous studies that prosody

is probably the most influential feature in charisma perception

(see Niebuhr et al. for a summary).44 Interestingly, these pre-

vious studies all used original hi-fi speech data, whereas the

results in Fig. 1 were obtained solely with strongly reduced,

low-pass filtered speech data. This suggested that there was a

lot more to discover particularly in the variability and dynam-

ics of prosodic parameters that is relevant for speaker charisma.

Taken all together, SJ and MZ represent two persons who are

consistently judged to be very different in perceived charisma

both by public actors like journalists and bloggers, and by

naı̈ve listeners in formal perception experiments. These judg-

ment differences can clearly be related to the acoustic features

in their speech signals. This certainly includes prosody, but, as

the present study shows, probably extends beyond prosody to

include the segmental domain as well.

SJ and MZ and the speech materials that are available for

them allow keeping a number of things constant that could

have otherwise become confounders in the analysis. SJ and

MZ are male adults and were — at the times when their

speeches were given — within an age range that is free from

biologically-induced phonetic changes.56 In addition, SJ and

MZ both speak the same language (but different regional di-

alects, which is irrelevant, however, to the results of the

present study, see section 4.2) and represent the same cul-

ture. Moreover, they are speakers for whom sufficient hi-fi

speech material is available for acoustic analysis. This mate-

rial was recorded in the same real-life communication situation

(keynote speeches in large lecture halls with TV transmission

in front of hundreds of listeners), it follows the same typical

structure of a product presentation, and it comes from the same

business area, i.e. digital, entertainment, and information tech-

nology.

The resilient differences in perceived charisma combined

with the extensive control of many known individual and

contextual factors influencing the production and perception

of charismatic speech make SJ and MZ — or their keynote

speeches, respectively — an ideal case study for the compara-

tive acoustic analysis of speaker charisma. Nevertheless, note

that the data we collect and analyse here still represent ”field

data”. Thus, results obtained from this case study have a high

degree of ecological validity and a high potential for general-

ization, but they will also need to be double-checked and fur-

ther refined in more controlled lab-speech settings in which

individual parameters can be singled out and separately varied

or manipulated.

1.3. Consonant Realizations of Jobs and
Zuckerberg

Based on the case-study arguments given above, Niebuhr

et al. compared the consonant realizations of SJ and MZ in

an acoustic analysis of keynote speech samples from the two

speakers.45 These samples were the same from which also the

low-pass filtered stimuli were extracted for the perception ex-

periment summarized in Fig. 1.

In particular, Niebuhr et al.45 focused on SJ’s and MZ’s

stop consonants, for which there are three pairs of phono-

logical contrasts in American English, /p,t,k/ and /b,d,g/.32

Although only a few hundred (out of several thousand) stop

consonant realizations were acoustically analysed (in manual

spectrogram and waveform measurements, carried out by Jana

Thumm in the course of a funded EU young-researcher mo-

bility program4), the results were clear.45 Three examples of

the overall results, all of which came out statistically signif-

icant, are shown in Figs. 2(a)–(c). The first two examples

referred to the distinctiveness in the phonetic implementation

of the phonological voiceless-voiced contrast. Compared to

the keynote sample of SJ, MZ’s sample was characterized by

smaller differences in the closure duration of phonologically

voiceless and voiced stops. This applied to all three places of

articulation, but most strongly to the bilabial one. MZ’s /p/

closures were realized on average only 17% longer than his /b/

closures, which was a relatively small percentage given that

SJ’s /p/ closures were on average almost 40% longer than his

/b/ closures. For /t/ vs. /d/ and /k/ vs. /g/, SJ’s closure durations

4See Niebuhr et al. for further methodological details of the acoustic anal-

ysis.45
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a)

b) c)

Figure 2. Summary of selected results from the acoustic analysis of SJ’s and MZ’s consonant realizations; (a) shows the mean closure durations of /b,d,g/ (dark

bars) and the additional increase in closure durations for /p,t,k/ (light bars); (b) shows the percentages of /b,d,g/ realized mainly with (dark) or without (light)

phonetic voicing during stop closure; (c) shows the percentages of /t,d,n/ realized with (dark) or without (light) post-lexical assimilation to a labial or velar place

of articulation.

differed by almost a factor of two, which was about one-third

more than those of MZ.

As regards the voicing distinction of the stop closures, re-

sults showed the phonologically voiced stops /b,d,g/ of SJ were

also realized mostly with phonetic voicing during the stop clo-

sure. Only about 13% of SJ’s /b,d,g/ tokens showed no con-

sistent voicing during the stop closure, and were hence real-

ized phonetically more similar to their phonologically voice-

less /p,t,k/ counterparts. For MZ, this number was almost three

times higher, i.e. 37%, see Fig. 2(b).

The third example in Fig. 2(c) concerns the degree to which

SJ’s and MZ’s alveolar stop consonants /t/ and /d/ as well as the

alveolar nasal /n/ were assimilated to other either labial or velar

places of articulation. The assimilation analysis only included

/t,d,n/ tokens in content words or content word sequences at the

offset of lexically stressed syllables followed by labial or velar

syllable onsets. That is, all reduction-prone ”weak forms” (i.e.

function words like articles, prepositions, auxiliary verbs etc.,

see Kohler) were excluded from the analysis.30 Under these

circumstances, the frequency of place assimilation of alveolar

consonants was about 50% higher for MZ than for SJ. While a

clear minority of about 38% of all analysed /t, d, n/ consonants

were realized at other than alveolar places of articulation in

SJ’s keynote sample, a majority of 53% of /t, d, n/ underwent

such an assimilation in MZ’s keynote sample.

In summary, for multiple parameters that function as

acoustic-cues to the phonological feature ”voice” in American

English (see Stevens, and Jiang et al.), MZ’s speech showed a

significantly lower level of phonetic distinctiveness in realizing

the contrast between voiceless /p,t,k/ and voiced /b,d,g/.27, 60 In

addition, the analysis reveals a higher level of speech reduction

in terms of more frequent assimilations of alveolar consonants

to either labial or velar places of articulation. Altogether, this

means that the pronunciation of consonants (of context words)

was significantly less clear in MZ’s keynote sample than in SJ’s

keynote sample. Given that MZ is also perceived to be a less

charismatic speaker than SJ, the results of the acoustic conso-

nant analysis were consistent with the claim of rhetoric that a

clear articulation supports the perception of speaker charisma.

1.4. Aim and Hypothesis

The findings outlined in section 1.3 lend initial support to the

rhetorical claim that clearer speech is more charismatic speech.

However, additional steps are necessary to further substantiate

this claim. The second step after the first one made by Niebuhr

et al. in section 1.3 was to extend this research to other types

and classes of speech sounds than stop consonants.45 On this

basis, the third step was then to cross-check the acoustic find-

ings in speech perception, i.e. by manipulating systematically

the level of clarity of a speaker’s speech across stimuli and

then test whether these stimulus changes affect the perceived

charismatic impact of a speaker.

The present paper dealt with the second step. That is, using

the same dataset as in Niebuhr et al., our study extended the

scope of the charisma-related acoustic sound-segment analysis

from consonants to the other major class of sounds segments

in speech: vowels.45

It was found many times (also across languages) that clear

speech includes ”an expansion of the vowel space.”58 There-

fore, our research question was whether there is a systematic

difference in the F1-F2 vowel spaces of SJ and MZ. More

specifically, we tested the hypothesis that F1-F2 vowel space

of the more charismatic speaker SJ is significantly larger than

that of the less charismatic speaker MZ.

We did not include the third formant, F3, in the analysis for

three reasons. First, F3 does not belong to the standard out-
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put of the analysis software we use for this study. Separate

measurements of F3 frequencies and their later addition to the

dataset would have made our procedure inhomogeneous. Sec-

ond, although F3 is to a small degree involved in acoustically

separating American English vowels (in particular /Ç/, /O/, and

/U/, see Ghorshi et al.18), it is mainly studied for its critical role

in the production and perception of rhoticity and variants of /r/

consonants in English, which is not the subject of the present

study.23 Hillenbrand and Gayvert (1987:3) supported the mi-

nor role of F3 in acoustically distinguishing American English

vowels in their conclusion from the results of a large-scale au-

tomatic vowel classification: ”The performance is reasonably

good, and you can do everything by measuring just two pa-

rameters — F1 and F2.”24 Third, building on the second point,

our aim was not to provide a fine-grained description, separa-

tion, and classification of American English vowels, but to find

out whether SJ speaks clearer and, thus, uses a larger vowel

space than MZ. To that end, it was sufficient to focus on F1

and F2 (which was also what was done by e.g., Smilijanic and

Bradlow58), assuming that what applies to these two formants

equally applies to F3.

2. METHOD

2.1. Speech Material

The analysed keynote speeches of SJ and MZ were ob-

tained from YouTube. For Steve Jobs, we used two of his

most well-known and influential speeches: the presentation

of the iPhone 4 in 2010 and the presentation of the iPad 2 in

2011. Each presentation included the following sections that

occurred in the same order in both speeches:

(1) Introduction: Welcoming. What has happened since the

last presentation? What kinds of problems arose with

products and how have they been solved? What updates

are available?

(2) Main part I: Explanation of the company’s development

and current market position as well as the success and

significance of the previous product(s); advantages over

competitors.

(3) Main part II: Presentation of the new product. Its main

new features and innovations are demonstrated, their ad-

vantages for the user are emphasized, sometimes in com-

parison to products of competitors.

(4) Main part III: Presentation and demonstration of further

related innovations (e.g., apps); further information is

provided on availability, price, and shipping of the new

product; accessories for the new product are shown.

(5) Summary and acknowledgments.

Sections (2) and (3) are those that we extracted our speech

data from. The speech in these middle sections was most con-

sistent and free from familiarization artifacts or stylistic differ-

ences due to opening and closing addresses. Section (2) repre-

sents what we refer to as investor-oriented speech. Section (3)

is defined as customer-oriented speech. About 11 minutes of

speech were extracted from each section, 5–6 minutes from the

iPhone 4 presentation, and another 5–6 minutes from the iPad 2

presentation. The start and end points of the extracted sec-

tion were timed such that they coincided with prosodic-phrase

boundaries of syntactically complete sentences. The extracted

speech sections were to form a coherent stretch of speech with

as few technical pauses, breaks, and audience-related interrup-

tions (e.g., murmurs or applause) as possible. Besides that, the

start point of the extraction was chosen randomly. The distinc-

tion between sections (2) and (3) was made as previous stud-

ies found prosodic differences between SJ and MZ addressing

customers and investors.43

MZ’s speech samples were extracted from his keynotes at

Facebook’s ”F8” events.54 F8 is Facebook’s annual confer-

ence. It is meant to be a forum for highlighting milestones,

advertising new features, and announcing the company’s fu-

ture plans and growth strategies. That is, MZ’s F8 keynotes

had the typical make-up of a product presentation and were

hence similarly structured as those of SJ’s. On this basis, we

identified customer-oriented and investor-oriented sections on

MZ’s keynotes that met the same criteria as the sections (2)

and (3) in SJ’s keynotes. Then, following the same procedure

as for SJ, we extracted 5–6 minutes from these sections in two

successive F8 keynotes of MZ, the one from 2014 and the one

from 2015.

In total, the present analysis is based on about 45 minutes of

speech, i.e. 22 minutes from each of the two speakers, 11 min-

utes of investor-oriented, and 11 minutes of customer-oriented

speech. The speech material was comprehensively annotated

— in Praat TextGrid files4 — at the levels of prosodic phrases,

words, syllables, and individual sound segments. The data in-

clude 692 prosodic phrases of SJ and 532 prosodic phrases of

MZ. For the annotation at the segmental level, we used the

forced-alignment software DARLA, as this software is specif-

ically trained for American English vowel phonemes.51 Both

sound and TextGrid files are available upon request under the

following link: 10.5281/zenodo.1187140.

After applying two data filters to the Praat TextGrid files

— a grammatical filter and a segmental-context filter (see sec-

tion 2.2) — a total of 1,990 vowels were analysed; 53% or

1,048 from SJ and 47% or 942 from MZ. In terms of the au-

dience addressed, 46% of the analysed vowels were from the

customer-oriented speech of the two speakers, and 54% from

the investor-oriented speech. Note with respect to statistical

processing and generalization that all vowel samples included

at least 50 vowels per speaker and about half of the sam-

ples consisted of between 104 and 193 vowels. Broken down

into the two sub-samples of customer- and investor-oriented

speech, this meant that no statistically relevant sub-sample was

smaller than 25 vowels per speaker; for most vowels, the sam-

ple size varied from 40 to 60 tokens. We considered these sam-

ple sizes sufficiently representative and reliable, not least be-

cause they were in the same order of magnitude as in other

phonetic studies whose analysed phenomena range from di-

alectal vowel differences to coarticulation and the ”segmental

anchoring” of pitch-accent F0 peaks.9, 10, 19, 31

2.2. Acoustic Analysis

Our analysis included the 10 American English vowel

phonemes. They are shown in Table 1 together with exam-

ple words and their representations in ARPA and the Interna-

tional Phonetic Alphabet (IPA). Table 1 also specifies the sam-

ple sizes per speaker and audience condition. We used DARLA

for automatic vowel extraction. Form DARLA’s csv output,

vowel durations as well as F1 and F2 formant frequencies were
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obtained.

The formant frequencies were measured at the temporal

midpoint of each vowel and normalized using the Lobanov

method.16 Then, they were rescaled to Hz using the vowel

package in R studio.29 We took DARLA’s csv output as it

was and refrained from conducting manual checks or correc-

tions for three reasons. First, DARLA is very effective in

automatically filtering out noisy/ambiguous data based on a

selective in-dubio-contra-reo principle. Second, comparative

tests of forced-alignment/segmental-labelling software tools

with American English speech material show that DARLA per-

forms very well and ”provides a clean, well-separated vowel

space.”47 Third, we used a three-standard-deviation cut-off

criterion per vowel phoneme in order to remove all potential

remaining measurement errors from the DARLA output.

Regarding the two data filters mentioned in section 2.1, the

first one excluded all vowels in grammatical (function) words,

i.e. ”weak forms” (see Kohler), from the analysis.30 Thus, we

focused on content words only, as the difference between con-

tent and function words is known to have a considerable effect

on vowel reduction, more so than, for example, sentence ac-

cent.67 Since we were dealing with field data, we could not

extend control over the words any further. For example, we

could not control the frequency of occurrence of the words

whose target vowels we analysed. Studies like that of Wright

showed that the frequency of a word is inversely related to how

clearly the vowels inside this word are realized.70 The more

frequent a word is, the more reduced its vowels tend to be real-

ized. However, this factor only manifested itself as noise in our

data. A significant bias of this factor would require SJ to sys-

tematically use more/less frequent words in his keynotes than

MZ. There were no indications for such a systematic differ-

ence in our keynote excerpts. Both SJ and MZ use a product-

and company-specific inventory of less frequent words (e.g.,

technical terms) in combination with very frequent words with

which they explain decisive pieces of information in a com-

mon language to customers, investors, and the general public.

Nevertheless, we included the content words that contained the

analysed vowels as a random factor in our statistical model.

One thing we checked in this connection with respect to us-

ing field data was that no relevant content word and analysed

target vowel was overlaid with environmental noises such as

applause, laughter, camera clicking, etc.

The second applied data filter addressed the segmental con-

text and excluded all vowel tokens adjacent to nasal conso-

nants from the analysis. Nasals cause a co-articulatory nasal-

ization of an adjacent vowel, and this changes the vowel’s for-

mant pattern and makes automatic formant extraction a very

error-prone task.9 Specifically, formants of nasalized vowels

are more strongly damped than those of vowels in other co-

articulation contexts. Damping increases the bandwidth of a

formant, decreases its amplitude, and hence impedes the clear

acoustic separation of adjacent formants like F1 and F2, espe-

cially in back vowels like [u], [U], and [O].28 That the coupling

of the nasal resonator cavities lowers formant frequencies and

brings them closer together adds to the problem of acoustic

formant separation.14 Moreover, the coupling of the nasal res-

onator cavities introduces strong nasal formants at frequencies

that can easily be mistaken for F1 and F2 of the vowel (e.g.,

at 250–300 Hz and 800–1,000 Hz). Simultaneously, the nasal

sinuses represent side-tubes that branch off the nasal tube and

create anti-formants in the vowel spectrum (Johnson, 2012).

Unlike other co-articulatory effects, nasal co-articulation ex-

tends very far into the adjacent vowel and can indeed affect the

entire vowel. For example, Flege found in a speech-production

experiment that on average 36% of the vowels of his American

English speakers were realized fully nasalized in the context

of an adjacent nasal consonant.15 One-third of the speakers

even realized 67–92% of all nasal-adjacent vowels fully nasal-

ized. Besides the problems that nasal co-articulation causes for

formant measurements, this strong co-articulatory effect was

another reason why the segmental-context filter of the present

study focused on nasals in particular. All other types of co-

articulatory effects that are induced by adjacent segments in

our target vowels are minimized by taking our formant mea-

surements at the temporal midpoints of the vowels. It was re-

peatedly found and stressed by Reetz and Jogman52 that for-

mant frequencies at the vowel midpoint ”provide the ’purest’

representation of a vowel” in the sense that vowel midpoints

are ”most stable” against any contextual influences (see Lar-

son and Hamlet, with reference to Picket).33, 49

If small coarticulatory influences of neighbouring segments

on the formant measurements at vowel midpoints remained in

our data, then these influences only introduced some statis-

tical noise to the data (as in the case of the word frequency

above). We analysed about 1,000 vowels per speaker, and each

vowel condition was represented by about 40–80 tokens (see

Table 1). Sample sizes of this order of magnitude inherently

cover a wide range of segmental contexts. This homogenized

the compared vowel samples and, across the individual com-

parisons, turned potential effects of the segmental context into

a random factor. That is, with respect to the tested hypothe-

sis, neither speaker can consistently benefit from a segmental

context effect.

Nevertheless, note that we also tested applying more re-

strictive filters to our dataset. These filters additionally ex-

cluded, for example, all those vowels that occurred in lexi-

cally unstressed and secondary stressed syllables, at the ends of

prosodic phrases and/or in the segmental context of other vow-

els, liquids and semivowels. However, firstly, these additional

prosodic and segmental filtering criteria substantially reduced

our sub-sample sizes and, secondly, as we will discuss and il-

lustrate in section 4.1, filtering out these additional contextual

variations turned out to have no relevant effect on the results

pattern with respect to our research question. Therefore, we

decided to present the results of the largest dataset to which

only the most essential grammatical and segmental-context fil-

ters had been applied.

3. RESULTS

The statistical tests are based on Generalized Linear Mixed

Models (GLMMs). A separate test is run for each of the two

measured formants, F1 and F2. Thus, formant (F1 or F2) rep-

resent the dependent variable. The fixed variables are Vowel

(10 conditions), Speaker (2 conditions), and Audience (2 con-

ditions). Target word is included as a random factor.

The overall results are similar for F1 and F2. We found

a significant main effect only for the fixed factor Vowel (F1:

F[9,1969]=739.9, p < 0.001, η2
p

= .776; F2: F[9,1969] =

755.2, p < 0.001, η2
p
= .778). The other two fixed factors,

Speaker and Audience, have no separate significant main ef-

fects but yield significant two-way interactions with each other
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Table 1. The analysed set of American English vowels, their ARPA labels (used in the Darla annotation) and symbols in the International Phonetic Alphabet

(IPA). In addition, example words are given and sample sizes are specified (with the right number referring to the customer-oriented and the left to the investor-

oriented sub-sample).

ARPA AA AE AH AO EH ER IH IY UH UW

IPA A æ 2 O E Ç I i U u

Example LOT TRAP STRUT THOGHT DRESS NURSE KIT FLEECE FOOT GOOSE

Example bot bat butt bought bet bird bit beat book boot

Tokens SJ 33/41 64/69 25/33 41/40 48/80 79/82 39/65 88/89 27/36 29/40

Tokens MZ 33/35 77/74 25/30 37/61 39/45 48/63 32/40 96/97 26/25 26/33

(F1: F[1,1969] = 30.4, p < 0.001, η2
p
= .016; F2: F[1,1969]

= 7.4, p = 0.007, η2
p
= .004) as well as with the fixed factor

Vowel, i.e. Vowel*Speaker (F1: F[9,1969] = 7.7, p < 0.001,

η2
p
= .035; F2: F[9,1969] = 10.2, p < 0.001, η2

p
= .045) and

Vowel*Audience (F1: F[9,1969] = 2.3, p = 0.013, η2
p
= .011;

F2: F[9,1969] = 3.1, p = 0.001, η2
p
= .014). The three-way

interactions are not significant.

The separate significant main effect of Vowel means that the

formant frequencies of the 10 vowel phonemes were distinct

from one another. There are only a few exceptions, i.e. /2/

vs. /E/, /Ç/ vs. /U/, and /i/ vs. /u/ in the case of F1, and

/æ/ vs. /E/ and /2/ vs. /Ç/ in the case of F2. Both the dis-

tinctions and the exceptions to these distinctions fit in well

with the acoustic F1 and F2 characteristics of American En-

glish vowel phonemes and, thus, may be seen as indirect evi-

dence for the validity and reliability of the automatic formant-

measurement procedure applied here.10, 19, 24, 48 On this ba-

sis, the significant interactions are looked at in detail by con-

ducting post-hoc t-tests. They compare the formant measure-

ments of each vowel phoneme between the two conditions of

Speaker (section 3.1) and Audience (section 3.2). We use the

conservative Bonferroni correction to compensate for multiple

testing. Independent-sample and dependent-sample t-tests are

conducted for Speaker- and Audience-related comparisons, re-

spectively. Only significant outcomes are reported below, with

grand means and p-levels in brackets.

3.1. Speaker

The overview displays of SJ’s and MZ’s customer-oriented

and investor-oriented vowel spaces in Figs. 3(a)–(b) clearly

show that SJ used a larger vowel space than MZ. From the

perspective of MZ, SJ’s vowel spaces are 6,680 Hz2 or about

14% larger in the customer-oriented speech condition, and

17,973 Hz2 or almost 50% larger in the investor-oriented

speech condition. In total, i.e. across the two Audience condi-

tions, the vowel space produced by SJ was about 12,500 Hz2

or 33% larger than that of MZ. The vowel-space differences

mainly concern the horizontal dimension, i.e. the frontness-

backness dimension and its second formant F2. However,

some vowel landmarks along the vertical dimension, i.e. the

vowel height dimension and its first formant F1, are involved

as well (see footnote 2). In addition, significant formant-

frequency differences concern both phonologically long and

phonologically short vowels.

Viewing and analysing both panels of Fig. 3(a)–(b) together

shows that the vertical F1 difference in vowel space is primar-

ily caused by three vowels and included the full range from

high to low vowel qualities. Thus, SJ’s vowel space extends

beyond that of MZ in both vertical directions. High and mid

vowels are produced higher, low vowels are produced lower.

Specifically, SJ produced lower F1 values than MZ (i.e. higher

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. Vowel spaces (Hz2) in the customer-oriented and investor-oriented

keynote sections of (a) SJ and (b) MZ; n = 1,990. Vowels are represented by

their ARPA labels, see Table 1.

vowel qualities) for /U/ (333 Hz vs. 355 Hz, p = 0.008) and /O/

(355 Hz vs. 390 Hz, p = 0.003), and higher F1 values (i.e. a

lower vowel quality) for /æ/ (486 Hz vs. 458 Hz, p < 0.001).

The same three vowels, plus the vowel /i/, are also primar-

ily responsible for the horizontal F2 difference in vowel space.

Again, vowels from both ends of the vowel space, i.e. back

and front vowels, are involved and SJ’s vowel space is ex-

panded in both directions compared to that of MZ. SJ produced

higher F2 values (i.e. more front vowel qualities) than MZ

for /i/ (1,665 Hz vs. 1,630 Hz, p = 0.01) and /æ/ (1,412 Hz

vs. 1,312 Hz, p < 0.001), and lower F2 values (i.e. more

back vowel qualities) than MZ for /U/ (1,134 Hz vs. 1,203 Hz,

p = 0.007) and /O/ (965 Hz vs. 1,094 Hz, p = 0.03).
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3.2. Audience

Audience is a significant factor as well. Both SJ and MZ

expand their vowel spaces when addressing customers in their

keynotes; however, they do so in different ways and to differ-

ent degrees, cp. panels (a) and (b) of Figure 3. In the case

of SJ, for example, we found higher F1 values (i.e. lower

vowel qualities) for /U/ (348 Hz vs. 322 Hz, p = 0.033), /Ç/

(353 Hz vs. 335 Hz, p = 0.004), and /I/ (449 Hz vs. 429 Hz,

p = 0.033) in the customer-oriented speech sample. Regard-

ing F2, SJ produced higher values (i.e. a more front vowel

quality) for /I/ (1,486 Hz vs. 1,408 Hz, p = 0.035) and lower

values (i.e. a more back vowel quality) for /u/ (1,165 Hz vs.

1,271 Hz, p = 0.011) in his customer-oriented speech sample.

MZ’s customer-oriented vowels showed lower F1 values (i.e.

higher qualities) for /i/ (291 Hz vs. 311 Hz, p < 0.001), /I/

(318 Hz vs. 334 Hz, p = 0.003), /u/ (291 Hz vs. 307 Hz,

p < 0.001), and /O/ (369 Hz vs. 404 Hz, p = 0.035). The F2

values of MZ decreased (i.e. towards more back vowel qual-

ities) in his customer-oriented speech for the central vowels

/2/ (1,202 Hz vs. 1,235 Hz, p < 0.001) and /Ç/ (1,194 Hz

vs. 1,238 Hz, p = 0.033) and the back vowels /A/ (1,048 Hz

vs. 1,145 Hz, p = 0.002) and /U/ (1,113 Hz vs. 1,282 Hz,

p = 0.023). So, unlike for SJ, the vowel-space expansion in the

customer-oriented speech of MZ involves both vowel height

(high vowels are still higher) and horizontal tongue position

(back vowels are further back). In consequence, MZ’s vowel

space expands by about 25.7% (12,703 Hz2) from investor- to

customer-oriented speech, whereas that of SJ expands by only

about 2.7% (1,446 Hz2).

4. DISCUSSION

4.1. Summary and Conclusions

Research and practice (e.g., manuals) in rhetoric and lead-

ership have stressed for a long time how important it is for a

charismatic speaker to have (i) a durable and animated voice

and (ii) a clear and crisp articulation. While previous phonetic

studies provided a large body of supporting evidence for the

prosody-related claim (i) and detailed what ”durable” and ”an-

imated” means in terms of acoustic-prosodic parameters, the

segment-related claim (ii) has remained largely unaddressed

so far. The aim of the present study was to address this knowl-

edge gap in a case-study approach by means of a contrastive

acoustic-phonetic analysis of Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg.

Given that previous studies showed that a clear articulation is

reflected in a larger vowel space (see, for example, Smiljanić

& Bradlow58), and given that Steve Jobs proved to be a more

charismatic speaker than Mark Zuckerberg in public opinion

as well as in a formal perception experiment, we tested the

hypothesis that keynote speech excerpts of Steve Jobs would

be characterized by a larger vowel space than those of Mark

Zuckerberg. Our analysis of the first and second formant fre-

quencies of about 2,000 phonologically long and short vow-

els supports this hypothesis: The vowel space exploited by

Steve Jobs was larger than that of Mark Zuckerberg in both his

customer-oriented and his investor-oriented keynote excerpts.

As a larger vowel space means at the same time greater acous-

tic differences between adjacent vowel phonemes, we can con-

clude from our findings that Steve Jobs’ phonological vowel

contrasts were more distinctive at the phonetic level than those

of Mark Zuckerberg. In other words, Steve Jobs realized larger

differences between neighbouring vowels and may on this ba-

sis be regarded as speaking more clearly than Mark Zucker-

berg,5 in particular as our significant F1 and F2 differences are

above the just noticeable difference (JND) of 0.37 bark and

hence perceptually relevant.37

This conclusion is further corroborated by the fact that it is

consistent with a previous comparison of Jobs’ and Zucker-

berg’s consonant realizations by Niebuhr et al.45 The analy-

sis of consonants showed, for the same keynote excerpts as

in the present study, that Mark Zuckerberg’s speech contains

significantly more place assimilations of alveolar consonants

than Steve Jobs’ speech and is also less distinct with respect to

the acoustic implementation of the phonological ”voiced” vs.

”voiceless” opposition in stop consonants (see Fig. 2(a)–(c)).

Jobs’ speech shows greater differences for this opposition in

terms of closure duration and vocal-fold vibration during the

closure than Zuckerberg’s speech.

In addition, the present finding is consistent with the pre-

vious finding on prosody that Steve Jobs and Mark Zucker-

berg show a different speech behaviour in the customer- and

investor-oriented parts of their keynotes. Both speakers are

found here to produce more distinct and peripheral vowel qual-

ities — and thus a larger vowel space — when addressing cus-

tomers than when addressing investors, Mark Zuckerberg even

more so than Steve Jobs. This is probably because customers

are the primary type of audience for product presentations. In

the previous study on prosody, however, Mark Zuckerberg was

found to perform worse when addressing customers than when

addressing investors.43 The present data on sound segments go

in the opposite direction. Mark Zuckerberg’s vowel space is

larger, i.e. he performed better for customers, not worse. The

contrast between the prosodic and segmental findings suggests

that Mark Zuckerberg applies different charisma-related pho-

netic implementation strategies in the two audience conditions.

It seems as if he focuses more on intelligibility (the segmental

aspects of his speech) when addressing customers and more

on expressiveness (the prosodic aspects of this speech) when

addressing investors, see section 4.2. Compared to that, Steve

Jobs is not only the overall better speaker, but perhaps also

more homogeneous with respect to his charisma-related pho-

netic implementation strategies.

One of our reviewers asks us for the role of experience in

giving charismatic public speeches and if we would just have

to wait for some twenty years until Mark Zuckerberg automati-

5Note for this conclusion that acoustic distinctivity between vowel

phonemes is not solely a matter of the size of the vowel space. It must also

be taken into account how much the acoustic F1-F2 ellipses of the individual

vowels in the vowel space overlap. It was reasonable for us to assume that

a small vowel space causes a larger overlap of the vowel-specific F1-F2 el-

lipses. For this reason, we focused on analysing the size of the vowel space.

However, based on the comment of one of our reviewers, we conducted an ad-

ditional post-hoc analysis of the acoustic overlap of the F1-F2 vowel ellipses.

The results of this additional analysis confirm our assumption that a smaller

vowel space is closely correlated with a larger overlap of the individual vow-

els in terms of their acoustic F1-F2 ellipses. For example, while the realiza-

tions of Steve Jobs’ 10 vowels overlap acoustically on average by 288.4 Hz2

across both audience conditions, the average overlap for Mark Zuckerberg is

377.8 Hz2. This is considerably and statistically significantly larger than for

Steve Jobs (t[19,19] = -1.73, p = 0.042). In addition, while for Steve Jobs no

F1-F2 ellipse overlaps more than 50% with that of another vowel in the cus-

tomer and the investor condition, there are two F1-F2 ellipses in Mark Zucker-

berg’s speech that are virtually completely covered by those of other vowels.

This concerns /A/ that acoustically fully overlaps with the larger F1-F2 ellipse

of /2/; and, in the investor condition, it additionally concerns /I/, whose F1-F2

ellipse is completely covered by those of /Ç/ and /u/.
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cally performs as well as Steve Jobs. To the best of our knowl-

edge, there is no solid empirical data about effects of mere

public-speaking experience on a speaker’s charismatic impact.

However, the first author teaches a 10-week MSc course on

”Persuasive Communication and Negotiation” at the Univer-

sity of Southern Denmark, which is mandatory for all business-

engineering students. The students in this course learn how to

give charismatic business-idea presentations in front of poten-

tial investors (so-called ”investor pitches”). On this basis, he

has some years ago determined how much his course partici-

pants improved over the 10 weeks, as compared to a baseline

group of students who did not take part in the course but were

instead instructed to practice without any rhetorical training

and supervision a short-investor pitch presentation to other fel-

low students once a week for 10 weeks. Both the test group

and the baseline group consisted of 17 male and female stu-

dents. An analysis was done of the two groups in terms of

the acoustic-prosodic parameters of charismatic speech (e.g.,

pitch range and level, speaking rate, etc.). Results show that

both groups improved over time, the baseline group by about

20%, the test group about three times as much, i.e. by about

60%; while the test-group’s improvement was fairly linear over

time, the baseline-group’s improvement curve took a clearly

asymptotic shape at about 4 weeks. So, it seems speakers

do become more charismatic by public-speaking experience,

but that this improvement mainly concerns early-stage public

speakers. Thus, we would not expect that time and experience

alone will automatically make Mark Zuckerberg someday per-

form as well on stage as Steve Jobs. Steve Jobs was known for

refining and rehearsing his presentations ”endlessly and fastid-

iously.”57 We assume that it is this kind of training with an

explicit focus on aspects of rhetoric and charisma that is re-

quired for an outstanding charismatic-speaking performance.

Finally, note that the presented differences in the vowel-

space sizes of Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg are very un-

likely to result from coarticulatory artefacts. It is true that, in

order to get large sub-samples for each vowel, we applied only

very basic grammatical and segmental context filters to our

speech data and, thus, included quite a bit of phonetic variation

in the formant measurements of each vowel. However, apply-

ing more restrictive context filters to our speech data yields

results that are qualitatively identical to those in Figs. 3(a)–

(b). Figures 4(a)–(b) show the differences in vowel space be-

tween Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg that emerge when fil-

ters additionally excluded all those vowels that occurred in lex-

ically unstressed and secondary stressed syllables, at the ends

of prosodic phrases, and in the segmental context of other vow-

els, liquids and semivowels. These restrictive filters reduce

the total sample from almost 2,000 to slightly less than 1,000

vowel tokens (n = 943) in total.

Yet, again the vowel spaces of Steve Jobs are larger than

those of Mark Zuckerberg in both audience and customer

conditions; and again, this difference is more strongly pro-

nounced for investor-oriented than customer-oriented speech;

and again, we see that both the F1 and F2 dimensions are in-

volved in the vowel-space differences regarding vowel-specific

and audience-specific conditions. In a nutshell, we can say

that the main effects and interaction patterns that result from

the data in Figs. 4(a)–(b) are statistically equivalent to those of

the data in Figs. 3(a)–(b). The only differences lie in which

vowels contribute to these main effects and interactions and

(a)

(b)

Figure 4. Vowel spaces (Hz2) in the customer-oriented and investor-oriented

keynote sections of (a) SJ and (b) MZ, using a more restrictive phonetic-

context filter than in the main analysis of Fig. 3; n = 943. Vowels are repre-

sented by their ARPA labels, see Table 1.

how strong these contributions are. Further aspects concern-

ing the internal and external validity of the present results are

discussed in the critical reflection below.

4.2. Critical Reflection and Outlook

The differences in vowel-space size between the two speak-

ers can also not be an artefact of different dialects of American

English. Although Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg were born

and raised in different regions of the US (San Francisco for

Steve Jobs and White Plains for Mark Zuckerberg), the result-

ing differences in vocal production would not per se lend Steve

Jobs a larger vocal space than Mark Zuckerberg.10, 19 In fact,

we have not found many of the expectable dialectal differences

between Steve Jobs and Mark Zuckerberg, which supports our

auditory impression that neither Steve Jobs nor Mark Zucker-

berg are strong dialect speakers. Also, a different vocal tract

morphology (esp. length) or speaker age can be ruled out as ex-

planations for our findings, either because they have opposite

effects than those that were found here (e.g., a general vowel

centralization for older speakers is expected, and we found the

opposite for the older speaker Steve Jobs), or because these

factors have comparable effects on all formants and would,
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thus, only shift the vowel space as a whole along the F1-F2

plane, but not change its size.56 The same applies to the factor

of vocal effort, which equally raises formant frequencies (esp.

F1) for all vowels.34 Moreover, the major prosodic correlate

of vocal effort, the intensity level (dB), is found to be higher

for Mark Zuckerberg than for Steve Jobs.43 So, if vocal effort

were the explanation for our findings, then Mark Zuckerberg’s

vowel space would have been larger than Steve Jobs’ vowel

space, not smaller. Finally, although Steve Jobs speaks over-

all more slowly than Mark Zuckerberg (but still faster than the

average male American English speaker, see Niebuhr et al.42),

his vowels are only marginally — and statistically not signifi-

cantly — shorter than those of Mark Zuckerberg (grand means:

115 ms vs. 108 ms); and Mark Zuckerberg’s vowels are over-

all too long to entail a strong vowel-space compression. In

addition, unlike the formant frequencies and Hz2 values, Mark

Zuckerberg’s speaking rates (syl/s) did not differ between the

two audience conditions.43 For these reasons, the present find-

ings can also not simply represent an epiphenomenon of an

underlying speaking-rate difference.

All these points, in combination with the facts that our find-

ings remain stable both for more and for less restrictive con-

text filters (see Figs. 4(a)–(b) in section 4.1) as well as agree

with previous measurements on consonants, lead us to the con-

clusion that Steve Jobs’ speech was indeed characterized by a

generally clearer and ”crisper” articulation than Mark Zucker-

berg’s speech. Based on this empirical foundation, we can

now, in a follow-up study, turn to the third step of the research

agenda that we outlined in section 1.3. That is, we can proceed

from acoustics to perception and test, if systematically manip-

ulated variation in the level of articulatory precision and dis-

tinctiveness is actually linked to changes in perceived speaker

charisma, and if so, how important this segmental articulation

factor is for perceived charisma compared to other prosodic

factors like pitch range and level (Berger et al., 2017), and

whether precise and distinctive sound-segment articulation is

more important for consonants than for vowels or vice versa.

There may also be interactions between prosodic and artic-

ulatory factors in charisma perception. For example, as was

noted above, Steve Jobs’ speaking rate is found to be slower

than that of Mark Zuckerberg, but still faster than that of the

average American English speaker. Thus, Steve Jobs manages

to be both relatively fast and clear in his keynotes. Being fast

is probably similarly beneficial for a speaker’s charismatic im-

pact as being clear (see Berger et al. for the positive correlation

between speaking rate and perceived charisma).3 However,

there are natural physiological limits to the extent to which

one can be a fast and clear speaker, and we assume that Mark

Zuckerberg exceeds this limit in his keynote excerpts. His high

speaking rate of on average more than 6 syl/s simply does not

allow him (irrespective of whether or not he actually tried) to

reach the same level of articulatory clarity and distinctiveness

as Steve Jobs, who produces on average about 1 syllable less

per second. It would be premature, though, to conclude on

this basis and the two speakers’ charisma differences that clear

speech outweighs fast speech. However, the current data sug-

gests testing this hypothesis.

In general, reconciling being fast and being clear is proba-

bly even harder for male than for female speakers (see Weirich

et al.68), which is why follow-up studies will also have to look

for gender differences in the articulation-charisma link. This

also means extending the scope beyond Steve Jobs and Mark

Zuckerberg, ideally to a level at which also cultural and situa-

tional differences as well as the language-specific phonologies

and their acoustic leeway for less clear articulations come into

play.

Regarding the leeway for less clear articulations, follow-

up studies on charismatic speech will need to take into ac-

count that speech reduction is not per se bad. On the con-

trary, variation in the degree of speech reduction is to some

degree context-determined (Clopper and Turnbull,11 Ernestus

and Smith13) and, on this basis, functional in speech com-

munication.41 For example, more or less strongly reduced

sounds and syllables act as acoustic cues to turn-yielding and

turn-holding, indicate lexical-stress positions and expressive

meanings like irony, distinguish between given and new in-

formation, and help listeners predict the phonemic identity

of subsequent sound segments. That is, speech communica-

tion needs constant variation in the degree of speech reduc-

tion, which, in turn, means that clear articulation in charis-

matic speaking cannot simply mean producing each and ev-

ery word as specified in a pronunciation dictionary, although

this is what the Effort Code and the H&H theory would prob-

ably assume (and what rhetoric manuals imply with sweeping

imperatives like ”speak clearly!”). In fact, the perception ex-

periment of Niebuhr showed that such a constant overly-clear

articulation can make a speaker sound arrogant and vain; at-

tributes that could hardly be further away from those associated

with a charismatic speaker but represent key characteristics of

a hubristic (business) speaker, cf. Sundermeier.44, 62

This raises highly relevant questions about what a clear ar-

ticulation means in detail for charismatic speakers. Does a

more charismatic speaker show the same variation in the de-

gree of speech reduction as does a less charismatic speaker,

but at a generally higher (clearer) level? Or, given that an in-

creased variability (or the avoidance of any kind of monotony)

is a key characteristic of charismatic speech (e.g., Strangert

and Gustafson61 and Hiroyuki and Rathcke25), does being a

more charismatic speaker actually mean exceeding the vari-

ation in the degree of speech reduction of less charismatic

speakers, i.e. to be even clearer when they are clear and to

reduce even more when they are less clear? Since the speech-

reduction level is functional in communication, an exceeded

variation in the degree of speech reduction is also what one

would assume, if charismatic speech means a greater acous-

tic distinctiveness of phonological contrasts. These questions

are not the first on our research agenda, but they are questions

whose answers will also contribute to elaborating the theoret-

ical framework of charismatic speech and the roles and in-

terconnections of expressiveness and intelligibility within this

framework. For instance, as was briefly suggested in sec-

tion 4.1, the fact that Mark Zuckerberg shows a better prosody-

related charisma performance in his investor-oriented keynote

sections and a better articulation-related charisma performance

in this customer-oriented keynote sections could mean that his

charisma effect was overall similar for both audience groups,

but more expressiveness-based in the ears of investors and

more intelligibility-based in the ears of customers. Such an

idea could be tested by combining behavioural and physi-

ological measurements in perception experiments. For ex-

ample, in an eye-tracking setup, reactions times (e.g., based

on phoneme-monitoring tasks) could measure intelligibility,
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while the eye tracker itself measures expressiveness in the form

of pupil dilation. EEG data could even be able to directly mea-

sure both intelligibility and expressiveness perception in dif-

ferent areas of the listener’s brain.

Examining to what degree the prosodic and segmental char-

acteristics of charismatic speech are related to increasing a

speaker’s expressiveness and intelligibility and determining on

this basis how important these two features are for perceived

charisma is probably one of the major tasks of the phonetic sci-

ences in charisma research. It would also allow us someday to

predict how charismatic speech has to be adapted to different

environmental as well as second-language contexts.
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